Hello and Welcome to Jefferson Laboratory Library’s history...
HISTORY:

- **1962** - Library originates as the engineering library for the Virginia Association Research Campus of William and Mary
- **1985** – Library changes ownership and is known as the CEBAF library, beginning it’s 25 years of service to the lab
- **1992** – The Old card catalog is retired and the new online patron catalog is promoted.
- **1998** - Library relocates from the VARC to the ARC as is known as Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. In short, Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) Library.
- **2001** – Library transforms from paper to an electronic technical information reporting system with access to an electronic OPAC, online databases and electronic journals supplied by Vendors. A new Automated Library Management system, known as Voyager, is also implemented. The Library URL becomes: [http://www.jlab.org/IR](http://www.jlab.org/IR) and is know as Information Resources.
- **2005** – Records and Publications is recognized as an entity of its own.
- **2010** – Pioneer papers, interview audio tapes and the science education series VHS tapes are digitized.
- **2011** – Library has a “new look” with less shelf space and transitions into an electronic library focusing more on electronic books (eBooks) and electronic journals (eJournals).
- **2011** - An Information Commons room evolves.
- **2011** –A Self Check station is set up for after hours circulation of materials.
- **2012** – Mobile access is encouraged and App resources linked from the library webpage.
FACILITY:

1. The library service resides in a 5600 square foot area, on the ground floor of the ARC (Applied Research Center) building.

2. It has 3 staff offices, an Information Commons/conference room, the Reserves room that houses the Archives and a seating capacity of 40.

3. Records mgmt. and publications is also located in the library.

4. There are 36 employee cubicles that are available and anyone is welcome to use them for private study,

4. The Information Commons room is available on a first come basis for conferences, meetings, and group gatherings.
COLLECTION:

- Originally there were 90 print journal titles.
- After the transition to an electronic collection, we now have 18 journal titles in print and over a thousand electronic journal titles.
- 3000 print books and several thousand e-books.
- The gifted American Vacuum Society Coll.
- The Archived Pioneer collection consisting of digitized interviews, papers and publications, explained more in detail on the next slide.
- And the Science Education Series of Presentations linked to YouTube.
ARCHIVES: the historical collection...

- The Archives chronicles the birth and development of CEBAF and Jefferson Laboratory (JLab).
- UVa gifted JLab with the **original papers** of pioneers such as: James McCarthy, Holmgren, Gross and Von Baeyer. The first batch of papers are available via the online catalog. Use the search term “McCarthy papers”.
- It also houses a coll. of **taped interviews** with Herman Grunder (original Laboratory Director), Franz Gross, Blain Norum, James McCarthy and others. Search the library’s online catalog using the terms: “Recordings”.
- Also housed are **historical tape recordings** of presentations, lectures and discussions conducted by the scientists.
- The **American Vacuum Society** loans and houses part of their collection at the Library. It resides in the special collection section.
This is the Archives /Reserves room that houses historical documents and the most popular and out of print books.
For example: This is a box containing the original papers of either McCarthy, Holmgren, Isgur and other pioneers of Jefferson Laboratory. They are now digitized and linked through our catalog.
This cart contains the taped interviews of many of the pioneers of CEBAF and other scientists pertaining to the NEAL project. They have now been digitized and linked for access, in our catalog.
Some historical tapes containing important diagrams and research on design and construction of the accelerator.
Let us introduce to you the STAFF...

• Dana Cochran - Information Resources Team Lead, 757-269-7244

• Kim Kindrew – Records and Publication Manager, 757-269-7805

• Sandra Dsouza – Assistant Librarian, 757-269-7524

THANK YOU FOR VISITING!
Come again.
In 2012, we completed 27 YEARS of service excellence in providing information resources to our CEBAF and Jefferson Laboratory clientele.

Mostly digitized and electronically accessible via your desktops.

Thank you and please do not hesitate to call or email us for your research needs.

Goodbye...

(If you have a question about this orientation, please contact Sandra Dsouza, extn. 7524)